
RESERVATIONS  
A $345 deposit and completed reservation form are 
required to secure a reservation for the “Go Beyond 
Plus Tour”. Reservation is not complete until a $345 
deposit is received. 

PAYMENT DEADLINE
$345 deposit per person by credit card upon registration 
$1,250 payment per person by credit card on September 
22, 2020 (final payment).
Payments will be asseessed on the same card used at 
the time of registration.
Payments not received on time will result in reservation 
cancellation without refund.
 

CANCELLATION   
All cancelations must be done in writing and addressed 
to Jerusalem Eternal Tours for appropriate refund minus 
the following fees. 
 • For cancelations 90 days prior to the departure 
date, all deposits will be refunded, less the $345 initial 
deposit
 • In the case of cancellation less than 89 days prior to 
arrival - no refund
 

PRICING   
The cost for the land package of the tour is US $1,595 
per person on double occupancy basis. The cost for the 
single supplement is US $605. 

The single supplement fee will be assesed on the final 
payment (September 22, 2020.)
Jerusalem Eternal Tours, reserves the right to vary 
itineraries and prices, and to substitute facilities and 
hotels of equal or better quality if necessary.

AIR TRANSPORTATION   
Jerusalem Eternal Tours, is not responsible for handling 
the flights for the “Go Beyond Plus Tour”. All Tour members 
are responsible to book their own flight, the tour, will 
begin at Ben Gurion airport on November 17, 2020 at 
11:00 AM. At the end of the tour, all tour members will be 
dropped off at Ben Gurion airport at November 27, 2020 
at 3:00pm. Extensions are usually available but must be 
requested when booking the tour.

PROOF OF CITIZENSHIP   
All international tours require a current passport. 
Entrance to Israel requires your passport be valid for 
at least 6 months after departing Israel. Names on 
airline tickets must appear as shown on passport. Non 
U.S. Citizens are responsible to fulfill appropriate entry 
requirements of the destination country. Contact the 
local Consulate for information.   
  

CHILDREN REQUIREMENTS 
Minors traveling with either one parent or no parents 
must have a certified letter of permission from the 
parent or parents who is/are not traveling. This letter 
must be presented at airport check-in.

RESPONSIBILITIES   
The “Go Beyond Plus Tour”, is operated by Jerusalem 
Eternal Tours, Ltd. An Israel-based travel company. 
Our offices are located at 97 Jaffa St. Jerusalem Israel 
9102001

INCLUDED IN TOUR PRICE   
• 10 nights Hotel accommodation at 3* hotels on 

double occupancy
• Breakfast and dinner served daily
• Deluxe coach vehicle from November 17 - 27, 2020 
• English speaking licensed tour guide
• All touring costs per the suggested itinerary

NOT INCLUDED IN TOUR PRICE   
• Any insurance, such as; Luggage, cancelation, health, etc.
• Meals not mentioned above
• Honorariums to guest speakers
• Any spas, optional events, or, entrance fees to the            
  Hamat Gader Hot Spring
• Tips & gratuities to driver, guide and hotel staff 

ADDITIONAL TERMS 
Jerusalem Eternal Tours, reserves the right to cancel this 
trip due to lack of subscription. Extensions are usually 
available but must be requested when booking the 
tour. Any changes to the itinerary which is promoted 
will incur additional charges.

www.jerusalemjet.com

Phone: + 972 2 583 9837  |  Fax: + 972 2 676 2771
ddecker@jerusalemjet.com 
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Day 10 - Thursday, November 26:  
Shabbat in Israel
We begin the day at The Valley of the Communities at Yad 
Vashem and will talk with a survivor and a believer. Then, on to 
the Herzl Museum, followed by a visit to Machane Yehuda Shuk 
and the new city. We will have free time to shop and explore. In 
the late afternoon, we will meet to go to the Western Wall for 
the Welcoming of the Shabbat at the Kotel. A Shabbat Dinner & 
Farewell to be announced where. Overnight in Jerusalem and a 
visit from a local leader.

Overnight: Jerusalem, Kibbutz Ramat Rachel 

Day 11 -  Friday, November 27:  
Shalom and Goodbye
A late departure from the hotel with group transfer to Ben 
Gurion, or, option to visit and extend your stay in Jerusalem.

Day 1 - Tuesday, November 17:  
Welcome to Israel
Today we meet at Ben Gurion Airport by 11:00AM. We board the 
bus together and go to Jaffa, the most ancient port, and review 
the Biblical site, as well as an overview of settlement in the 
modern state. We make our way on the Via Maris to Caesarea, 
the Roman Capital for over 600 years. Finally, time permitting, 
we arrive at Acco and view the late Crusador Kingdom, we visit 
a local Pastor and continue to our hotel in the Galilee.

Overnight: Galilee, Ohalo Mano

Day 2 - Wednesday, November 18:  
Galilee & The Golan New Perspective
Today, we visit the sites along the Sea of Galilee, Capernaum 
and Migdala, including a boat ride. We ascend to the Golan 
Heights, visiting Gamla, the Massada of the north. This is an 
ancient city and a great place for bird watching. Next, we make 
our way to the Kuneitra overlook on our Syrian border. After 
dinner, we will visit with a leader in Israel.

Overnight: Galilee, Ohalo Mano
 
Day 3 - Thursday, November 19:  
Jordan Valley & Dead Sea
Wake up to a tour in Deganya B Kibbuts and receive a 
greeting from a Kibbutsnik. Afterwards, we start our 
descent to the Jordan River Valley. Stopping to view the new 
archeologicaldiscovery of Gilgal unearthed near Argamon 
(Joshua 4:20), we will also hear about the security situation 
and the pressure on these local communities from their 
spokesperson. Continue to the Jordan River ‘’Beyond Bethany’’ 
baptismal site and onto the Dead Sea for a time permitting 
wilderness walk in the Og Valley. Overnight in Kalya Kibbuts 
on the Dead Sea and spend Shabbat with a special visitor.

Overnight: Dead Sea, Kalya Beach

Day 4 - Friday, November 20:  
Negev
We have an opportunity this morning to float in the Dead 
Sea, then, an overlook of Ein Gedi. Then we continue along 
the Dead Sea and climbing to Arad to visit at ‘’The Fountain 
of Tears’’. Continuing to Kibbuts Revivim , the beginning of 
settlement in the Negev. Overnight at Kibbuts Mashabei Sade.

Overnight: Negev, Mashabei Sade 

Day 5 - Shabbat, November 21:  
Zionism
Deeper into the Negev to visit Ben Gurion’s hut and grave, then 
we will go to Ein Avdat, and climb out of the valley on ladders. 
We will visit the Crater to spend time at a remote Khan in the 
wilderness. This is a time to be alone and explore the desert, 
afterwards returning to Kibbuts Mashabei Sade.

Overnight: Negev, Mashabei Sade 

Day 6 - Sunday, November 22:  
Ascend to Jerusalem
Leaving early to drive out of the Negev to Beer Sheva, we 
will visit the Tel and Abraham’s Well and meet with local 
visionaries. On to Judea, skirting the ancient land and driving 
through the Ela Valley and climbing up to Gush Etzion and 
the museum at Kfar Etzion. Time permitting, we will visit the 
Herodian. Welcome to Jerusalem. Overnight in Jerusalem with 
an evening meeting with local expert on P.A.

Overnight: Jerusalem, Kibbutz Ramat Rachel

Day 7 - Monday, November 23:  
Jerusalem, City of David
An Old City Visit: First to the excavations in the City of David, 
including the Davidson Center. We will proceed to the Esh Ha 
Tora rooftop and then visit the new excavations at the David 
Citidal Museum. Enjoy free time in the Old City, finishing our 
day at Ammunition Hill.

Overnight: Jerusalem, Kibbutz Ramat Rachel

 

Day 8 - Tuesday, November 24: 
The Shomron
Samaria. Off to Shilo, the first capitol of the tribes, where the 
Ark of the Covenant rested for more than 300 years. Then, wine 
tasting at Rachlim and a visit to the reconstructed Tabernacle 
in Ariel. We will hear from settlers and heros as we visit. Time 
permitting, we will visit Beit El and/or Nebi Samuel. In the 
evening, we will meet with a local Pastor.

Overnight: Jerusalem, Kibbutz Ramat Rachel 
 
Day 9 - Wednesday, November 25: Optional Day 
Especially for First Timers (available to all)
Starting in the Temple Mount and on to the Mt. of Olives, 
we will descend to Dominus Flevit and Gethsemane. After a 
tour of the Old City & Via Dolorosa, we will finish the day at 
the Garden Tomb. We will have the evening free to rest, or, to 
enjoy an evening outing.

Overnight: Jerusalem, Kibbutz Ramat Rachel 
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